
Minneapolis, august 20, 2009 

the Minnesota artists exhibition 

program (Maep) at the Minneapolis 

institute of arts presents “We Believe 

in something,” an ambitious solo 

exhibition featuring the work of 

Minnesota artist Roxanne Jackson. 

through ceramic sculptures, wall 

installations, and video, Jackson 

critiques the complex presumptions 

that mark the differences between 

animals and humankind. 

Working with a variety of concepts and 

mediums, Jackson explores a range of 

contemporary cultures for examples of 

human and animal hybridity and asks, 

“are we more alike than different?” 

Before making her carefully molded 

sculptures, she has extensively 

researched native american folklore, 

gleaned images from newspaper 

articles and nature magazines, and 

watched hours of film. Within all of this 

material, she is particularly attentive to 

specific instances of transformation in 

which humans take on animal traits and 

vice-versa. 

For instance, Jackson’s White Diamond 

(2009) is a buffalo head rendered in 

ceramic, white glaze, and flock whose 

origin is based on an important native 

american symbol. Drawing on a lakota 

story of a woman who appeared as a 

white buffalo, naturally born albino 
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n opening Reception, thursday, august 27, at 7 p.m.
n artist’s talk, thursday, september 17, at 7 p.m.
n Critics’ trialogue with Dr. John troyer, research fellow at the   
 Center for Death & society, university of Bath, thursday,  
 october 15, at 7 p.m.
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buffaloes are viewed as good omens that mark an era of 

salvation. in contrast, some sub-saharan african cultures 

profess a superstition against albino animals, believing 

them to be bad luck and a threat to social conventions. 

although these perceptions of natural mutations are 

seemingly contradictory, they show how human-animal 

interaction can convey capacities and powers.

in addition to folklore and superstition, Jackson is equally 

interested in the horror film genre as a realm where 

human and animal tensions are visualized. often movie 

monsters represent human-animal hybridity, aberrations 

of nature, and dangerous combinations of strength and 

extra-human powers. Werewolves, vampires, and zombies 

are just some of the movie monsters that combine human 

traits with animal senses as well as predatory instincts. 

Recognizing how these creatures from literature and 

film are pushed to the fringes of society, Jackson makes 

her sculptural heads emphasize the monstrous as the 

boundary between instinctual nature and culture. in 

the Devouring Mother (2008), a wolf’s bared teeth and 

snarling muzzle emerge from the mouth of a human head. 

Jackson’s precisely molded and glistening glazed forms 

are both beautiful and grotesque, as they ask the viewer 

to consider how animal instincts remain part of human 

nature.

this exhibition is presented by the Minnesota artists 

exhibition program, an artist-run curatorial department of 

the Minneapolis institute of arts, which is made possible 

by generous support from the Jerome Foundation. For 

more about Maep, visit www.artsmia.org/maep 
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aBout the Minneapolis institute oF aRts  

the Minneapolis institute of arts (Mia), home to one of the finest encyclopedic art collections in the 

country, houses more than 80,000 works of art representing 5,000 years of world history. highlights 

of the permanent collection include european masterworks by Rembrandt, poussin, and van gogh; 

modern and contemporary painting and sculpture by picasso, Matisse, Mondrian, stella, and Close; as 

well as internationally significant collections of prints and drawings, decorative arts, Modernist design, 

photographs, textiles, and asian, african, and native american art. general admission is always free. 

some special exhibitions have a nominal admission fee. Museum hours: sunday, 11 a.M.–5 p.M.; tuesday, 

Wednesday, Friday, and saturday, 10 a.M.–5 p.M.; thursday, 10 a.M.–9 p.M.; Monday closed. For more 

information, call (612) 870-3000 or visit www.artsmia.org.
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